
In the Running for Another DoD Contract 

 
  

  

On Friday May 13th, WiGL was formally notified by the Air Force (AF) that we have 

been nominated for an additional $20M per year procurement contract. 

  

Details are still fuzzy, and there are no guarantees WiGL will win the nomination or follow-on 

procurement contract, but we are working hard to determine COTS partners. Team WiGL has 

started to build the work plan to get touchless Wireless Power Transfer (tWPT) WiGL enabled 

offerings to more and more AF bases. 

 

What a GREAT 2022! 

Guinn Partners Update: 

WiGL is also happy to report that we have seen more breakthroughs with our partners working to 

utilize our mesh network and B2B commercial off the shelf (COTS) hardware! 



Guinn Partners, is currently partnering with PowerCast to analyze their wireless power hardware 

on a WiGL-enabled network. Guinn and PowerCast are characterizing various configurations 

using PowerCast COTS evaluation kits. This networking process is only the beginning, as we 

work through Milestone testing employing nearly two-dozen PowerCast transmitters. These tests 

are different from other WiGL-enabled COTS demonstrations and will provide more finite data 

contributing to further advancements for Adhoc networking. 

Milestone A test is ongoing, and we are hopeful that they will be concluded around mid-

May/June 2022, leading to an exciting summer full of more updates! 

The knowledge that we can absorb from these tests regarding Milestone A will form a critical 

foundation that WiGL’s ability to power devices on the move using COTS (WiGL-enabled). 

Together, Guinn, PowerCast and WiGL are working to securely build upon and expand 

realization of our patented mesh network technologies. Using PowerCast’s FCC approved 

hardware provide leaps in the right direction and will only lead to more expansive developments 

for the AF and commercial markets. 

Thank you for your continued support, and we hope to provide you with more updates soon! 

  

#LetWiGL 

 

  

  

 
  

This Reg. A+ offering (bit.ly/3vTfufH) is made available through StartEngine Primary, LLC, member 

FINRA/SIPC. Please read the Risk Factors (bit.ly/367hpCM) disclosure before investing. This 

https://bit.ly/3vTfufH
https://bit.ly/367hpCM


investment is speculative, illiquid, and involves a high degree of risk, including the possible loss of 

your entire investment. 
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